
Fuel Policy  - Tariffs with fuel between 105.01 - 115.00 pence per litre

   March 2022  
With diesel now representing 40% of operational costs (up from 34% in 2020), price movements of just a few
pence has a significant impact on our business.  Geopolitical issues around the world as well as fluctuation in 
Supply & Demand creates huge volatility for crude oil markets leading to unstable fuel prices. To address this, we
either need to constantly change our Haulage Rates, something that is administratively prohibitive, or implement an
automatic fuel adjustment mechanism that can be applied at the point of invoice as a percentage of Total Net value

If your tariff is based with fuel between 105.01-115.00 pence p/litre, the table below applies for all UK & European
services that we perform on your behalf.  The Rebate/Surcharge applies per calendar month, based on delivery date.

We use the average price of our own diesel purchases in Month One to set any applicable Rebate or Surcharge in
Month Two.  We normally buy fuel better than the UK average prices published by various independent source &
we will declare price data from The AA and UK Government alongside ours as a benchmark every month.

                                                                        www.gov.uk.government/statistical-data-sets/oil-and-petroleum-products-weekly-statistics

                                              www.theaa.com/driving-advice/driving-costs/fuel-prices

For further information, including current & historical fuel price data, please
   see the Fuel Policy section of our website  trustfirmin.com/fuel-policy/

REVISED FUEL  
POLICY 
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From ppl :
before vat   (with vat)

To ppl :
before vat   (with vat)

% REBATE / 
SURCHARGE

105.01  (126.00) 115.00   (138.00) Neutral  0.0%
115.01  (138.01) 117.64   (141.17) 1.0%
117.65  (141.18) 120.28   (144.34) 2.0%
120.29  (144.35) 122.92   (147.50) 3.0%
122.93  (147.51) 125.56   (150.67) 4.0%
125.57  (150.68) 128.20    (153.84) 5.0%
128.21  (153.85) 130.84   (157.01) 6.0%
130.85  (157.02) 133.48   (160.18) 7.0%
133.49  (160.19) 136.12   (163.34) 8.0%
136.13  (163.35) 138.76   (166.51) 9.0%
138.77  (166.52) 141.40   (169.68) 10.0%
141.41  (169.69) 144.04   (172.85) 11.0%
144.05  (172.86) 146.68   (176.02) 12.0%
146.69  (176.03) 149.32  (179.18) 13.0%
149.33  (179.19) 151.96   (182.35) 14.0%
151.97  (182.36) 154.60   (185.52) 15.0%
154.61  (185.53) 157.24  (188.69) 16.0%
157.25  (188.70) 159.88   (191.86) 17.0%
159.89  (191.87) 162.52   (195.03) 18.0%
162.53  (195.04) 165.16   (198.19) 19.0%
165.17  (198.20) 167.80   (201.36) 20.0%
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